Audire is a Feedback App which uses a simple 3 step process for delivering and reporting surveys back to the user. Its ease of use and simplified reporting formats makes it easy for any business owner in obtaining information of their clients feedback. Different functions and customization options makes Audire one of the best feedback tools in the market.

Features

Analytics dashboard

- Cumulative report of each form responses
- Customer sentiment analysis - Top positive words, negative words and an overall sentiment
- Geographical response distribution on the world map
- List of all individual responses with a drill down to view each individual response
- Export raw data of each form in Excel format

Multiple options available for collecting responses

- Whatsapp the form link to your contacts
- Copy form link and email
- Share your form on Facebook, Twitter and LinkedIn
- Easily add form to your website using our embed code
- Print and share the QR code of form. Customers can scan the code and fill out the form
- Setup the mobile app on a tablet and run in Kiosk mode

Login with social media accounts
Intuitive interface for easy form creation and updates

★ Build the form using a range of questions - Star, Emoji, Choice, Text, Number Range, Date, Contact details and Promotion Coupons
★ Pick a theme from a set of popular themes

Promotion coupon management
★ Search and redeem the issued coupons

Subscription plans
★ Trial, Basic and Advanced. Customized plans for specific needs.
PayPal and PayTM payment gateways available
★ Limited set of active forms per subscription

Works on a wide range of devices
★ Mobiles, Tablets, Laptops and Desktops.
★ Android app available
Showcase positive responses on your website using our embed code